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Abstract. For the first time for the model of real-world forward-pumped fibre
Raman amplifier with the randomly varying birefringence, the stochastic
calculations have been done numerically based on the Klöden-Platen-Schurz
algorithm. The results obtained for the averaged gain and gain fluctuations as
functions of polarization mode dispersion (PMD) parameter agree quantitatively
with the results of previously developed analytical model. Simultaneously, the
direct numerical simulations demonstrate an increased stochastization
(maximum in averaged gain variation) within the region of the polarization
mode dispersion parameter of 0.01÷0.1 ps/km1/2. The results give an insight into
margins of applicability of a generic multi-scale technique widely used to derive
coupled Manakov equations and allow generalizing analytic model with
accounting for pump depletion, group-delay dispersion and Kerr-nonlinearity
that is of great interest for development of the high-transmission-rates optical
networks.
Keywords: Stochastic modeling, Raman amplifiers, Fibre optic
communications.

1 Introduction
Rapid progress in overall capacity of optical networks based on the
distributed fibre Raman amplifiers [1] (FRAs) faces the challenge
of increased transmission impairments related to polarization
depend gain (PDG) and gain fluctuations (GF), e.g. dependence of
the Raman gain on the input states of polarization (SOP) and
random nature of birefringence in optical fibres [2-5]. As was
found previously [2, 3], the randomly varying birefringence
contributes essentially into GF by de-correlating the signal and
pump SOPs that prevents polarization pulling of the signal SOP to
the pump one. As a result, GF takes a maximum value as a
function of PMD parameter [2, 3] that is related to phenomena of
_________________
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stochastic resonance (SR), dynamic localization phenomena and
escape from a metastable state in an excitable system [4, 6-9].
2 Model of the Raman-scattering Induced Polarization
Phenomena in Presence of the Stochastic Birefringence
To validate our previously developed analytical models [3, 4] and
application of multiple-length-scale technique developed by
Menyuk [10] to study PDG and GF in FRAs, for the first time to
our knowledge we present the results of direct stochastic
calculations of PDG and GF in FRAs. The starting point is the
coupled Manakov-PMD equations describing co-propagation of
signal and pump waves in a FRA [2,5,11]:

(1)

Here
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are the polarization vectors for pump (
) and signal (
),
respectively.
is the corresponding birefringence
strength (
are the beat lengths for pump and signal at the
frequencies
and
, respectively),
are the group-delays,
and
are the group-delay dispersions,
are the self- and
cross-phase modulation coefficients (
).
are
the attenuation coefficients for pump and signal, respectively. At
last,
is the Raman gain coefficient and is the angle defining
the birefringence axis [3].
For comparatively small propagation distances (
km), long
pulses (>2.5 ps), small pump and signal powers (
W and
mW, respectively) one may neglect group-delay, its
dispersion and nonlinear effects in a system. Then, the rotation
results
equations for the pump and signal Jones vectors

where
pump (p) or signal (s), and
birefringence

,

and

in

the
:

-index corresponds to

is a Wiener process defining the
stochastic:
and
,
where
is the correlation length for the birefringence vector
fluctuations. Transition to the reference frame in the Stokes space
where the local birefringence vectors
have the components
[3] results in the system of stochastic differential
equations of Stratanovich type for the unit vectors and defining
the signal and pump SOPs and their scalar product
:
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is a length of signal Stokes vector normalized to
,
is the fibre length, and

. The average gain
and the PDG
parameters are defined as
and
, respectively.
Equations (3) can be averaged over both regularly (the
scales are defined by
) and randomly (the scale is defined by
) varying birefringence that results in [3]:

where
. Further generalization of this analytical approach
[4] allows characterizing a system in more complete way. In
particular, the standard deviations for both
and
can be
obtained.
Eqs. (3) have been solved with the Wolfram Mathematica
9.0 computer algebra system by the built-in Klöden-Platen-Schurz
method with the propagation step
. The
averaging procedure was performed over an ensemble of 100
stochastic trajectories. We have used the following parameters:
0.8 W-1km-1,
10 mW,
1 W,
5 km,
100 m.
Stokes parameters for the pump and the input signal fields
corresponding to the maximum and minimum gain were
=(1,0,0), =(1,0,0) and =(1,0,0), =(‒1,0,0), respectively.
3 Results and Discussion
In this work, for the first time to our knowledge we present the
results of direct stochastic calculations of PDG and GF in FRAs.
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In terms of SR, correlation length Lc and beat lengths Ls,p play
roles of inverse noise strength and frequency of external periodic
modulation, respectively [4, 6]. The PMD parameter is defined as
(c is the light speed,
is the signal wavelength)
and so according to the SR theory there is some PMD value at
which GFs, i.e. the relative gain standard deviation
is
minimal. However, the gain fluctuations are resonantly enhanced
in the vicinity of
(red curve in Fig. 1 (a)). Such a
growth of GFs corresponds to enhancement of “wondering” of
stochastic trajectories for and
, as it is demonstrated by insets
in Fig. 1 (b). Thus, the phenomenon reported can be termed
stochastic anti-resonance (SAR).
Since the PMD growth activates escape from polarization
pulling SOP corresponding to
(black solid curve in Fig.
2), the maximum averaged gain
decreases in the quantitative
agreement with the analytical model of Eqs. (4) (black solid and
dashed curves in Fig. 1 (a)). Simultaneously, a de-correlation of
the pump-signal SOP (dashed red curve for the standard deviation
in Fig. 2) allows reducing the PDG with the PMD growth
(black curve in Fig. 1 (b)).
An enhancement of stochasticity is illustrated by antiresonance valley in the dependence of the Hurst parameter H [14]
on the PMD (inset in Fig. 2), when an initially highly correlated
SOP with
tends to become Brownian (
). Such a
switch between the statistical scenarios is typical for SAR, when
the variance increases with growth of variability in a system [15].
Further growth of PMD suppresses the GFs (red curve in
Fig. 1 (a)) and increases the Hurst parameter for
(inset in Fig.
2) although the pump and signal SOPs remain de-correlated (red
dashed curve for
in Fig. 2). Such a scenarios corresponds to
the escape from a pulling state when the gain and signal SOPs
evolve independently and substantially faster than the random
changes of birefringence (i.e.
). Such an intensification of
polarization evolution affects the
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Fig. 1. (a): the averaged maximum gain
vs. PMD from numerical
simulations (solid black curve) and analytical model of Eqs. (4) (dashed black
curve) as well as numerical (solid red curve) and analytical [4] (dashed red
curve) relative standard deviation
. (b): the PDG parameter vs. PMD. The
inserts correspond to red square, where the standard deviation is maximum, and
show the stochastic trajectories of signal
as well as the correlation of signal
and pump SOPs
(dashed curves are the ensemble averages, filled regions are
bounded by the corresponding standard deviation ).
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Fig. 2. Dependencies of
(black solid curve), its standard deviation
(red
dashed curve), and the corresponding Hurst parameter (inset) on the PMD
parameter for =(1,0,0) and =(1,0,0).

Fig. 3. Power density spectra of
for =(1,0,0) and =(1,0,0) and the signal
beat lengths of 200 (a), 20 (b) and 10 m (c), respectively.
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power spectral density of
which demonstrates a dramatic
increase in a number of additional frequencies with the PMD
growth (Fig. 3).
4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the Stratanovich-type equations describing Raman
amplification in fibres in the presence of stochastic birefringence
have been solved directly for the first time to our knowledge. The
results obtained revealed a transition between different stochastic
scenarios of mean gain and its fluctuations. It is shown that the
PMD growth induces an escape from the regular metastable state
of the pump and signal SOPs pulling to the state of de-correlated
but comparatively regular SOPs. Such an escape can be
characterized as the “stochastic anti-resonance” accompanied by
substantial enhancement of GFs and quasi-Brownian evolution of
the pump-signal coupling. A range of PMD parameters
corresponding to such stochastization is typical for modern FRAs
and, thereby, is of interest for high-capacity un-repeatered firbe
networks. The demonstrated quantitative agreement of the
numerical results with the analytical ones based on multi-scale
averaging techniques promises developing a generalized approach
to design and optimization of FRAs.
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